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①     Find Verbs that Express Relations 

②      Find Occurrences of Verbs in Sentences
 of Documents 

We measure narrative order of verbs based on the order of
 sentences containing the verbs in documents 

Abstract  
We consider the problem of acquiring typical temporal
 orderings among relations: 

Given only: 
  Known relation instances without time information 
  A large document collection 

Hypothesis: 
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③      Infer Temporal Order from Narrative Order 

A.      Pairwise Temporal Order 
narrative order infers temporal order 

B.      Graph Order: Collective Temporal Order 
GraphOrder: graph-based semi supervised learning algorithm 

to induce transitivity closure over soft orderings 

Experiments 

Learned Temporal Orderings of Relations in politics and films 

Comparison of Performance 

Results of Temporal Scoping Experiments 

Conclusions 

We consider the problem of acquiring typical temporal orderings among
 relations: 

  Important because they can play a role in temporal scoping 
  Hypothesize that: 

  relations are expressed by verbs in sentences 
  narrative order of verbs correlates with temporal order of relations 
  temporal orderings are transitive 

  Our approach: 
  Mines a corpus of 890m dependency parsed sentences to discover
 verbs that express relations 
  Collect narrative order of the verbs over a large number of documents 
  Introduce GraphOrder – a novel graph-based collective label
 propagation method 

  Show the utility of learned temporal orderings for temporal scoping 

Motivation 

  Relations follow a temporal order 
  Knowing when one ends and
 another one begins can help put a
 time stamp on them 
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